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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
A point z0 in the complex plane is said to be a fix-point of a functionf(z) 
iff f(zt,) = z,,. We call a transcendental entire function F(z) composite iff 
F(z) E f( g(z)) for some nonlinear entire functionsfand g. Rosenbloom ( 101 
proved Theorems A and B. 
THEOREM A. If f and g are entire functions and if f has only a jinite 
number of fix-points, then f(g) must hate infinitely many fix-points unless 
both f and g are polynomials or g(z) = z. 
THEOREM B. If g(z) is a transcendental entire function, and p(z) a 
nonlinear polynomial, then p(g) has infinitely man>r fix-points. 
Some generalizations of the above results were obtained by Gross 13 1 and 
Yang [13]. In [3], G ross conjectured further that any composite transcen- 
dental entire function must have infinitely many fix-points. So far the 
conjecture has not been answered affirmatively. It has been shown, however, 
that the conjecture is true for any composite transcendental entire function of 
finite order. This can be derived as a consequence of some general results in 
the factorization theory of meromorphic functions (see, e.g., [4]). In this 
paper, we shall derive some growth relations of composite entire functions. 
obtain some other generalizations of Theorems A and B, and provide some 
results regarding Gross’ conjecture for certain composite entire functions of 
infinite order. Finally, we shall prove some preliminary results on the 
distributions of the arguments of the fix-points of iterates of a transcendental 
entire function. In particular, we have complemented a result of Baker’s [ 1 1 
on distribution of fix-points on entire functions, where he dealt with entire 
functions of order less than 4. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with 
Nevanlinna theory. The analogue Nevanlinna fundamental theorems for 
functions meromorphic in half-plane will be quoted and used. 
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2. FIX-POINTS OF COMPOSITE TRANSCENDENTAL ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
THEOREM 1. Let f and g be two transcendental entire functions, and 
suppose that f has only finitely many Jix-points. Assume that A(z) is entire 
with A(z) f g(z) - z and that T(r, A(z)) = o T(r, f(g)) as r -+ 0~). Then 
f(g) - A(z) must have infinitely many fix-points. Furthermore, 
iim %r, ll(f(g) -A -z)) = 1 
r-cc Vr9 f (8)) ’ 
&E 
where N(r, h) is the counting function for distinct poles of h, and E is a set of 
r values offinite measure. 
From now on, we let E denote any set of finite measure on 0 < r < co, not 
necessarily the same set each time it appears. 
Proof Set F = f (g). Since f has only a finite number of fix-points, we 
enumerate them as z,, z2 ,..., zk, then F(z) - g(z) = f(g)(z) - g(z) = 0 only 
when g(z) = z,(I = 1, 2 ,..., k). Hence, 
N(r,~)=~,N(r,~)Sk~tr,g)+Otl). (1) 
By [2] we have T(r, g) = o( T(r, F)}. From this and a result of Nevanlinna’s 
on deficient functions (see Hayman [6, p. 47]), we find that if 
A(z) f g(z) - z, then possibly outside a set of r values of finite measure 
(1 + o( 1)) T(r, F) < N(r, F) + @r, l/(F - g)) + fl(r, l/(F - A - z)) 
+ o T(r, F) 
It follows that 
= &r, l/(F - A - z)) + o T(r, F). 
lim %r, W-A-z))> 1 
r-m T(r, F) ’ ’ 
On the other hand, we always have 
lim @rv W-A -z)) ~ 1 
r+cc W-, F) * 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
Our conclusion follows from this and (3). 
Remark. F(z) = eK + g shows the assumption that A(z) f g(z) -z is a 
necessary one. 
In particular, we have the following result which was announced by 
P. Fatou in 1926: 
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COROLLARY. Let g be an entire function. If any iterate of g has only a 
finite number offix-points, then g is a polynomial. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that f(z), g(z) are entire functions such that 
T(ur, g) = o{ T(r, f)} as r --+ +CC for some constant u > 8. (5) 
Then for any nonconstant entire function h we have 
T(r.hog)=o{T(r.hO f)t, as r++ao. (6) 
We omit the proof, since the argument will be essentially the same as 
Hayman’s 16, p. SO]. 
In the sequel, we shall use the following notations and definitions: 
T- 
pr= ltm 
log log Mtr, f) 
r-cc log r 
(the order off ). 
four= lim 
log loi2 Wr, f) 
log r 
(the lower order off). 
i--cc 
Clearly, 0 <,LQ< pr< tco. When pr=,u, < +co, we say that f is of regular 
growth. 
THEOREM 3. Let f and g be two entire functions of finite order with 
pq > p,-. Then for any nonconstant entire function h we have 
!% T(r,hog) 
W7 h 0 f) = o 
(7) 
The proof of Theorem 3, which parallels the proof of Theorem 2, is 
omitted. 
Remark. Niino [8] proved a similar result for the quotient 
T(r, f 0 h)/T(r, g 0 h). 
THEOREM 4. Let f, g be two entire functions with 0 < ,un <p, < co. 
Suppose that the exponent convergence of the fix-points off is finite and less 
than the order of J Then f (g) has infinitely many fix-points. 
Proof: By assumption we have f(z) -z = P,(z) ehlq where P,(z) is the 
canonical product of the zeros off(z) - z and h,(z) is an entire function. 
Now since the order of P,(z) is equal to the exponent convergence of P,(z). 
we conclude that pp, < p(eh’). Otherwise, if p(ehl) <pp,, then 
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P/G max@(ehT),p,,) will lead to pf< pP,, which is inconsistent with the 
hypothesis. Hence, by Theorem 3, 
lim T(r’ p,(g)) = 0 
r-cc T(r, @I@)) * 
ME 
Iff( g) has only finitely many fix-points, then by Nevanlinna’s theorem on 
deficient functions [6, p. 471, we would have 
lim w.9 ll(fW - g)) 
W,f(g)) = l r-+00 
rdE 
(Note: g(z) & z). (9) 
But we also have for r Q E, 
lim w-7 P,(g)) T(r, p, ( g)) 
r=z T(r, f( g) - g) G r% T(r, f( g) - g) 
<l&l To-7 P,(g)> = o r-m T(r, e*l@)) (10) 
This and (9) are inconsistent. The theorem is thus proved. 
We recall the following result: 
LEMMA 1 [5, p. 214, proof of Theorem 21. Letf; g be entire, thenf(g) 
has Jinitely many fix-points t@” g(f) does. 
From this and Theorem 3 we immediately obtain 
COROLLARY. Letf, g be two entire functions. Assume that ,ur > 0 and the 
exponent convergence of the zeros of g is less than the order of g, then g(f) 
has infinitely many fix-points. 
Let the hyperorder of a meromorphic function F be defined as the quantity 
7 
y: y = jlfnm log log T(r, F)/log r. 
THEOREM 5. Let g(z) be an entire function of finite order having zero 
(or any Jnite constant) as its Bore1 exceptional value. Let f(z) be another 
nonlinear entire function such that the hyperorder of f(g) is less than the 
order of g(z). Then F(z) = f (g) h as infinitely many fix-points. 
Before embarking on the proof of the theorem, we quote the following 
result which is due to Steinmetz [ 11, Satz 5 1. 
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LEMMA 2. Let F, ,..., F, and h,, h ,,..., h,(m > 1) be meromorphic 
functions, and g be a nonconstant entire satisfying, for i = 0. 1, 2..... m. 
T(r, hi) = o T(r, g) as r + co 
possibly outside a set of r values ofpnite length. Suppose that 
F,(g)h,+F,(g)h,+...+F,(g)h,~O. 
Then there exist m polynomials pO, p, ,..., pm(pi E 0 if Fi = 0) such that 
Po(g)h,+p,(g)h,+...+Pm(g)h,~O. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Assume f(g) has only a finite number of fix-points. 
That is. 
f(g)-z=pe”, (11) 
where p is a polynomial and a is entire. Since the assertion is true for f(g) 
of finite order, we shall only need to treat the case where u is transcendental. 
Hence, we assume f is transcendental. Also it is clear, by the assumption on 
the hyperorder of f(g), that the order of (r (and of a’) is less than that of 
g(z). Since g is of regular growth, we have 
T(r,a’)=oT(r,g) as r-+co. 
Now differentiating (1 1), we get 
f’(g)g’-l=(pa’+p’)e”. (12) 
By eliminating e” from this and (1 1), we have 
(f(g)--)l(f’(g)g’- l)=Pl(Pa’+P’). 
Hence 
f(g)(pa’+ P’)-f’(g)g’p-z(pa’+ p’)+ p-0. (13) 
Next, we express g’ in terms of g. By our assumption on g, we have 
g(z) E k(z) e4”), 
where q(z) is a nonconstant polynomial and k(z) is an entire function of 
order less the degree of q(z). It follows that 
g’(z) E (q’k + k’) e4 E ((q’k + k/)/k) g. 
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Substituting this into (13), we get 
f( g)(pa’ + p’) - f’(g)((q’k + Q/k) P - z(Pf + P’) + P = 0. 
One can readily verify that the above identity satisfies all the conditions of 
Lemma 2. Accordingly, there exist polynomials pO, p, , and pz such that 
Po(g)(Pa’ +p’)+p,(g)((qk+k’)/k)p +P,(g)[-z(P +P’) + PI = 0. (14) 
This is a polynomial in g with all the coefficients a(z) satisfying 
m, a(z)) = 0 qr, g). 
It follows from (14) that all the coefficients of g and its powers vanish iden- 
tically. In particular 
d,(pa’ + p’) + d,((q’k + k’)/k) . p + d, [-z(pa’ + p’) + p] = 0 (15) 
for some constants d,, d,, and d,, not all are zero. Clearly, d, cannot be 
zero. Thus by rewriting (15), we have 
-d,(q’ + (k’/k))p = d,(pa’ + p’) + d, [-z(pa’ + p’) + p] 
= (d, - d,z)(pa’ + p’) + d, p. (16) 
It is well known that for any meromorphic function h of finite order 
m(r, h’/h) = O(log r) as I + co. It follows that 
m(r, -d,(q’ + (k’/k))p) = O(log r) as r -+ co, (17) 
while 
m(r, [(d,-d,z)(pa’+p’)]+d,p)=m(r,a’)+O(logr) as r-co. (18) 
Here we use the fact that d, - d,z & 0. 
Now, since for any transcendental entire function a, 
lim m(r, a’)/log r = lim T(r, a/)/log r = co, 
r-m r-r03 
(17) and (18) are incompatible. Thus identity (11) is impossible. This also 
proves the theorem. 
Remark. We note that f(g) has infinitely many fix-points iff g(f) does. 
Therefore, in the investigation on the fix-points of F =f(g) if g does not 
satisfy the conditions stated in the theorem, one can check those conditions 
on f and g(J) instead. 
As a consequence, arguing as in the proof of Theorem 5 and also noting 
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that any entire function f of finite order satisfying C, f c1 f(a, f) = 1 must be 
of regular growth, one can easily arrive at the next slightly general result. 
THEOREM 6. Let g be an entire function of finite positive order with 
&a, g) = 1 for some finite constant a. Let f be any entire function such that 
the hyperorder off(g) is less than the order of g. Then f(g) has infinitely’ 
many fix-points. 
More generally, we have 
THEOREM 1. Let g be an entire function of lower order k (>0) and f be 
any nonconstant entire function that the hevperorder off ( g) is less than k. 
Then f ( g) must have infinitely man-v fix-points. 
Also, without the restriction on the hyperorder off(g)* one can obtain the 
following result. 
THEOREM 8. Let g be an entire function of j?nite order having a finite 
Bore1 exceptional value. Then, for any nonconstant entire function f of order 
zero, the composite function f(g) always has infinitely many fix-points. 
Sketch of the proof One first establishes from Eq. (11) under the 
hypothesis that T(r, a) = o T(r, g) as r -+ co, r & E. The rest of the proof will 
be the same as that in the proof of Theorem 5. 
3. THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE FIX-POINTS 
OF AN ENTIRE FUNCTION AND ITS ITERATES. 
In this section, we shall denote the analogous functionals due to M. Tsuji 
[ 12) for functions f meromorphic in any half-plane (with edge-through 
origin) by m,(r, f), N,(r, f ), T,(r, f ). For further information, a joint paper 
by Levin and Ostrovskii [ 71 is recommended. We note here that with the 
above notations one can also derive the analogue of Nevanlinna’s first and 
second fundamental theorems for a half-plane (see Tsuji [ 121 or Levin and 
Ostrovskii 17 1). 
Let H, = (zlz = ret’; r > 0, a < 8 < 71 + a}: a half-plane. We begin with 
some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. If F is an entire function of order greater than one, then for 
some a we have eiher in H, or H,,, 
rl% log r 
To@, F) = +oo as r-+00 
in a set of r values of infinite linear measure. 
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ProoJ: Assume the lemma is false. Without loss of the generality, we 
may assume that a = 0. Then the following relation would hold in both 
upper and lower half-planes: 
T,(r, F) = cT(log r) as r+co, 
except possibly for a set of r values of finite measure. Since T, is continuous 
and increasing [ 121, it is not difficult to see that the above relation would 
hold for all r. Therefore, T,,(r, F) = m,(r, F) = O(log r) as r+ co in both 
upper and lower half-planes. 
From this and a result of Levin and Ostrovskii [7, p. 3321, we have 
I 
eco m&r, F) 
dr < 
-R r3 1 
.m mdr, F) 
r2 
dr = .03 ‘(log r, 
r2 dr (19) 
R .R 
and 
I .m %,2,(r9 F) dr < .a, mdr, F) dr = .a O(log r) dr .R r3 ’ R 1 r2 I r2 ’ *R c33) 
Here we have denoted the Tsuji’s proximate function for both upper and 
lower half-planes by m,(r, F), and 
m&r, F) represents & 1’ log+ 1 F(reie)( de p<p<a<n71). 
a 
Adding (19) and (20) we obtain 
! 
.* m(r, F) 
-dr= 
.O” O(log r) 
-R r3 ! R r2 (11) 
Since T(r, F) is an increasing function of r and m(r, F) = T(r, F) (F is 
entire), we have, from the above, 
T(R,F)j.m$fO 
-R 
Hence, 
7-W F) = o 
2R2 
or T(R, F) = O(R log R). (23) 
This contradicts the assumption that F is of order greater than one. Thus our 
lemma is proved. 
Before proceeding with the statement and the proof of our next theorem, 
we shall need Lemma 4 which is an analogue result of Clunie’s 16, p. 541. 
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The proof of the theorem is essentially the same as Clunie‘s. For 
completeness, we give a detailed proof below. 
LEMMA 4. Let f, g be two transcendental entire functions with 
lim T”(r’ g, = +a 
r-m logr 
in G,. (24) 
in a half-plane H, where G, is a set of r values of injkite linear measure. 
Then in H. the relation 
(25) 
holds in Gz; a set of r values of injk’te linear measure. 
ProoJ Let a, ,..., a, be n > 2 distinct roots of f(z). Then, by the analogue 
of Nevanlinna’s first and second fundamental theorems, we deduce 
and 
,:, No (r&T) > (n - 2) To@-, g) + R,(r, g). (27) 
From (26) and (27) and the condition of (25), our result follows if f(z) has 
infinitely many zeros. Otherwise, we may apply the above argument to 
c + f (z) instead of f(z) for a suitable constant c and obtain the same con- 
clusion. 
THEOREM 9. To any transcendental entire function J its nth iterate f, 
(n > 2) has infinitely many fix-points in the half-plane H,, where the 
following relation holds: 
T,(r, f,) # O(log r) as r + to3. 
ProoJ: The theorem is obvious if f has infinitely many fix-points in H,. 
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Now, suppose that f(z) has only a finite number of fix-points in H,; 
6, t, ,..., tkr say. Then 
=o To(r,fn) as r--1 fco (28) 
outside a set of r values of finite measure. Now by applying the analogue 
result of Nevanlinna’s on deficient functions for function meromorphic in a 
half-plane and Lemma 4, we obtain 
(1 + o(l)J Too--9.0 
GW9 W,-4)+W, ll(f,-f,-,)>+~~T~(r,f,)t (29) 
as r+ co outside a certain exceptional set E of finite measure. Hence, 
11 +0(l)/ T,(r,f,)=o To(r,f,) as r++oo (30) 
outside a set of r values of finite measure, which is impossible. Thus the 
theorem is proved. 
From the above and a result of Polya’s [91, one can obtain 
THEOREM 10. Let f be an entire function of order greater than zero and 
I be a straight line through the origin. Then there are infinitely many fix- 
points of the nth (n > 2) iterate off (=f,) not lying on 1. 
For n = 2, combining Theorem 10 and a result of Baker’s [ 1, Theorem i], 
we obtain the following complete theorem: 
THEOREM 11. Let f be a transcendental entire function and 1 be a given 
line in the complex plane through the origin. Then there are infinitely many 
fix-points off.J=f (f)) not lying on 1. 
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